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A Present Day Application*
Of The
Declaration of Independence
*Inserted in fittingly “bold”
letters, plus underlines.
“When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another (leader, or regime), and to assume
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of
Nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinion of mankind (which the President and
his administration do not show) requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation (or the critical need of reformation–primarily, a return to the pre-Obama
government status, as much as that itself is in need of major reformation).
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal (have equal, natural
rights), that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness -- That to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, – That
whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its foundation on such principles
and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety
and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes, and accordingly all experience hath shewn that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable than to right themselves by abolishing the
forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train (or radical situation) of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
Despotism (a tyrannical misuse and abuse of position, power and authority), it is their right,
it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security.
– Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies (States); and such is now the necessity
which constrains them to alter their former (present) Systems of Government. The history of the
present King of Great Britain (and would-be Presidential King of the United States) is a history
of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute
tyranny over these States (turning the republic into an oppressive form of government. i.e.,
socialism, or some similar centralized system of control). To prove this, let Facts be submitted
to a candid world (or country).
“He (and Obama) has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the
public good (on Taxes, Regulations, Environment, Energy, Health and Welfare, The
Military, Trade, Employment, The Economy, Financial Industry, etc.).
“He (and similarly, Obama) has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and
pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained, and
when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them ( i.e., recently passed Arizona
state illegal immigration law, and indecisive and delayed action in the Gulf Coast oil spill
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“He (and likewise, Obama) has called together legislative bodies at places unusual,
uncomfortable.......for the sole purpose of fatiguing (badgering) them into compliance, (and has
appointed czars, advisors, etc. to carry out his ideological agenda, and sidestepping the
Congressional process, thereby).
“He has dissolved (in Obama’s case. usurped, or defied the authority of) Representative
Houses repeatedly, for (their, or anyone) opposing with manly firmness his invasions of the
rights of the people.
He has refused to take proper action on border control problems, immigration reform,
drug control, bad judicial decisions, etc.,” the State(s) in the mean time exposed to all the
dangers of invasion from without, and convulsions within.
He has obstructed legal immigration, and shown other harmful, and inept leadership.
“In every stage of these oppressions, we have petitioned for redress in the most humane
terms.” Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A Prince ( Obama,
in his eyes, with sycophantic followers’), whose character is thus marked by every act which
may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.(because his actions intentionally
interfere with, and undermine their freedoms).
“He has obstructed the Administration of Justice by refusing to Assent to Laws (or to
properly respond to appeals), for establishing (constitutionally conforming) Judiciary Powers
(court decisions).
“He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers, to harass our
people and eat out their substance.” This one is like bad history repeating itself, i.e., Obama’s
czars, proliferation of agencies and bureaus, and the current expansion of IRS agents to
enforce compliance with the National Health Insurance plan (foisted on America by
Obama, his cronies, and a misguided, irresponsible Congress, who should have stopped it,
but ignored the will of the majority of the people who oppose it vociferously and
vehemently)!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------There were many charges leveled at that British King, some of which, being similarly
applicable to the Obama (mis)administration, should warrant the censure and removal of a
president from office.
So, why aren’t there cries for the process of impeachment against the current abuse of powers,
and betrayal of trust, of which Obama is guilty? Forget, for now, all the other protests going on,
and get serious about what He–an imposter, and traitor, along with his army of co-conspirators are
doing to undermine, and subvert this country’s freedoms, and constitutional rights. It is nothing
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They must be regarded as disloyal servants, which should be obvious by the very nature of
their radical, Keynesian, socialistic actions.
Furthermore, anyone who cannot see the one-world government connection of the administration’s policies, needs to look at the record of the largely clandestine movements and actions that
have been going on in the new world order system envisioned by the international bankers,
industrialists, academia, and other global power schemers, for decades.
Their plan comprises the proposed linkage of the three great powers of Japan, Europe, and the
United States. I don’t know just how China is regarded in all of this, with their more recent rise on
the international scale. But their communist government would be very compatible with the
ideology of the would-be ruling cabal.
For a few historical factors related to the movement, in 1973 David Rockefeller funded
Zbigniew Brzezinski as the first Executive Director, of the organization named the Trilateral
Commission. Brzezinski (Carter’s Nat. Sec. Advisor) declared that “National sovereignty is no
longer a viable concept”, meaning that it was an obstruction to the plan of “interdependence’
between nations, under the ruling class of international bankers, and industrialists who would
manage the world economy, foster redevelopment, alleviate world poverty, fund developing
countries’ environmental needs, by redistribution of U.S., and other wealthy nations’ money. They
would also set and control monetary, and energy policies, national politics, etc., in a “peaceful
evolution of the global system”, all in a Marxist system of government. What else?

An example of the growing power and control of the Trilateralists, occurred during the oil crisis
(embargo) years (1970's), when developing nations were forced to borrow over $50 billion dollars
from multinational banks, mainly Chase Manhattan (The Rockefeller banking giant).
The Transnational Elites, using the United Nations as its vehicle, formed the International
Criminal Court (1998 Treaty), with further intent to have (1) global taxing power, (2) outlawing of
private gun ownership (1999 proposal), (3) the formation of Non-governmental organizations
(NGO’s), and other developments, such as front groups: The Council of Foreign Relations (CFR),
The Bilderberg Group, Committee for Economic Development, etc.
A book, “Exposing the U.N.”, by William Jasper, U.N. expert, uncovers revealing facts of the
U.N.’s relentless main objective of achieving the goal of world government.
Note on the movie,” The Obama Deception”: Obama is depicted as a pawn of the international
elitists to loot the U.S., and destroy its sovereignty, by putting the country in permanent irreversible
debt, etc. What else can explain the excessive spending and taxing methods of the unconscionable,
destructive Obama policies?
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disappear. And, for what? One man’s narcissistic delusions of grandeur, and exalted ego, whose
vengeful, socialistic mission is traceable to the admissions in his book, ”Dreams of My Father”,
plus his association with well-known anti-American influences, and what should be obvious
socialistic speech and actions taken during his political life to date, with worse to come if he is not
prevented from it, by whatever lawful means can be employed.
Yet, in every case, the greater blame, and disservice to the country is to be laid at the feet of the
millions of irresponsible people who were taken in, and brainwashed by his manipulative lies and
wiles, and voted for him.
Whenever the people of a nation consent to be governed by a bad leader, either by majority
vote, or any kind of failure to resist and refuse such ones--there is ironic justice in the result that
they get the kind of government they deserve. The problem being that the other people, who
opposed him, have to suffer the consequences, too–unless, and until they take whatever steps they
can to free themselves from the oppressive ruler, or regime.
We are in that situation, and its only going to get worse, if we do not take action to stop it. Its
no longer just party politics, it is a fight for the survival of the constitutional, free republic whereby
our forefathers and their fellow citizens waged war against the ruthless, despotic control of the
English government, some two hundred and thirty plus years ago–many of whom sacrificed their
lives for the very freedoms and rights that are now threatened to be lost.
And if we aren’t willing to live free, or die like they were, we will deserve the end we are
presently headed for. Nor, does it really matter if the administration we are under, naively or
intentionally, has caused the trouble we are in–they are at fault. There is an old adage, that remains
essentially true–that “things of the same effect , are equal to the same thing.” Excuses, or any other
technicalities don’t really matter. We are faced with an impending crisis that demands requisite
action to overcome it, before it is either too late, or much more difficult to do anything about. May
God help us all to do our duty, to restore and preserve our liberties, and carry out our mutual
responsibilities, as fellow citizens, in this great free country that most of us love, and are thankful
for. We are, indeed, called upon now to prove it!
Among most of the many millions in this country, I was taught and have sought to respect the
office of the president–the position and the person (if possible). But how can we respect the
person, if he himself does not respect the responsibility of that office, and the people who elected
him to it–and who gave an oath to serve them according to their traditional rights and freedoms
(“the consent of the governed”)–but, instead, subjugates them to his radical, diabolical ideology.
Which he, purposely and disingenuously, called a “change” of politics and governance–implying it
to be a good change, when it has been nothing but a heavy-handed takeover, turning our nation
from a free republic to an eventual oppressive, socialistic tyranny.
Because of which, coupled with his personal history of association with various bad social,
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serious disqualifications to be the president of this country–and maybe anything more than dogcatcher, or some other non-official job, where he couldn’t do any serious damage. No offense
intended against any professions.
He is, in my opinion (and hopefully the majority of the citizens of this country):
(1) Anti-American (that is, the traditional America that most of us have known and loved,
notwithstanding its imperfections). He is only for the America he envisions, and is dedicated to
turning a free America into an oppressed, governmentally controlled society. And, there are far too
many Americans who cannot see that he is a wolf in sheep’s clothing–plotting and executing the
destruction of the monumental bastion of freedom and sovereignty that our nation has been for
over two hundred years. Everything unpatriotic and traitorous that he has done, and stands for,
suggests to me that he would desire to see his face chiseled on Mt. Rushmore with his sick, twisted
idols: Marx, Hitler, Stalin, etc., rather than Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and T. Roosevelt, who
if they were living would castigate and expose him for the unworthy scoundrel that he is! They
would have seen through his false image, early on, like most of us should have. Even his personal
ties to the domestic terrorist William Ayers are too serious to dismiss. And, there is much more
that could be noted. It is all related to his anti-independent sovereignty ideology, adopted from his
father’s activist involvement in radical socialism.
(2) Anti-white. More racist himself, than most of those whom he calls, or infers as racial. His
association with the violent diatribe, and ranting of the “Rev.” Wright (more accurately Irrev.
“Wrong”), would almost alone have indoctrinated him against the white people of this country.
But there are more direct, and implied indications of his racial hatred, as well.
(3) Anti-capitalist. His aversion to other people’s wealth (probably not his own, true to form) is
well documented, and attested to by his many references to it, and his socialistic obsession with the
intent to “redistribute” that wealth to others less fortunate than the so-called rich, by whatever
means he can use–taxation, regulation, restriction, or even some form of confiscation, if necessary.
His spiritual, and political advisors Jim Wallis, Saul Alynski and Cass Sunstein, are three definite
examples of his socialistic philosophy.
(4) Anti-Jewish. Again, right in step with his mentor, the hatemonger Jeremiah Wright, and
other associates like Rashid Khalidi, head of a PLO anti-Jewish organization. Also, other
evidences of opposition to Israel, i.e., advising against Jewish continuance of Wext Bank
settlement, and show of disrespect to Prime Minister Netanyahu during D.C. visit.
If the effect of the foregoing negative characteristics are not conclusive of Obama’s disqualifications, they are too suspicious to ignore, or gamble with–considering the integrity, honor and
responsibility that should be exemplary in a presidential figure. What he is, and what he has done
to hurt this country, so far, definitely makes him impeachable. Can we not agree that he is just
what our Declaration of Independence tells us to be on guard against, and to resist and remove such
a tyrant from power? As long as he stays on his self-established throne, things will become
increasingly worse, and our country will bear no resemblance to the free enterprise republic that we
have been privileged to enjoy for more than two centuries.
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We made the terrible mistake of blindly electing him, but now that he has shown himself to be
the subversive imposter that he is, lets not allow him to stay in office any longer than due
process requires. We have the power to restore our rights and freedoms, so lets use it before we
become further subjugated, and oppressed, until we end up in history like Marx’s Russia, Hitler’s
Germany, and Castro’s Cuba! The thought of identifying our country as Obama’s America, makes
me angry and determined to do what I can to stop it from happening. I can pray, I can speak and
write, I can vote against it, and I can revolt, if necessary–and so can we all who are like-minded,
patriotic citizens!
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